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to be Sm/r. It is evident from this definition that, if a finite quantity of matter be situated at any one of the points A19 Az, &c. in a condensed form, the potential at a point P in the immediate neighbourhood of that point is very great, and at that point itself this definition would mate the potential infinite. But if the attracting matter is so distributed in space that the mass which occupies any
•: elementary volume dv is pdv where p is finite, jve shall now show that the potential ^
.|ia this portion of space need not be infinite.
•^***ffie*pofential'at a point P in the interior of a body of finite density may he
* found by taking P as the origin of polar coordinates and integrating all round throughout the body. In this icay we make r positive for every particle, Art. 39. Describe a small surface S enclosing P and let its equation be r=ef(0, 0), where e is a small constant factor. An element dv of the volume distant r from P is equal to r~dudr, where dw is the solid angle subtended at P. If then F2 be the potential
at P of the matter filling this surface, we have         F2=J^=JJ>dwrdr.........(1),
where the limits of integration for r are 0 and e/(0, <£). It is evident therefore that F2 is of the order e2.
It follows that when e is evanescent the value of F2 is zero. Thus the matter filling the surface may he removed without altering the potential of the whole attracting mass. In finding therefore the potential of a body at any internal point P we may regard P as situated in an infinitely small cavity, and determine the potential as if P were an external 'point.
Let us consider next the resolved attraction at the point P of the matter filling the small surface described above. Let Z2 be the component parallel to the axis of
#, then                                ^2=1^7 cos0=JJpcos0dw<ir...........................(2),
where 0 is the angle the radius vector r makes with the axis of x. It is evident that Xj is at least of the order e of small quantities, and therefore vanishes when the size of the surface is evanescent. Since cos 0 is negative when 6 > ?r/2 the order of the term may be higher than e.
Lastly let us find the order of dVJdx. To simplify the integrations let us suppose that the surface is spherical, so that we may use the formula for the potential already obtained in Art. 78. Let the radius of the sphere be e, let the coordinates of its centre be (a, &, c) and those of P be (x9 ?/, z). Then
V.2=^p{^-(x-aY-(y-^-(z-cY].....................(3).
It follows at once that         -—5= -~~ (x-a),      -y-j^—?~.....................(4).
Since x -a is less than e, it is clear that dV^dx is a small quantity of at least the order £, and vanishes ichen e is evanescent. In the same way the first differential coefficients of F2 with regard to y and z are evanescent with e. The second differential coefficients of F2 with regard to or, y or z are however not small.
We have supposed the density of the matter within the evanescent sphere to be uniform. It is however clear that, if we substituted for p an expression of the form
[                                      we should merely add to the expression for F2 terms of the order e3.
j   t    \                                   1O2.   To_prove that the relation X=dV/dx which has been established for an
||'                           vJjSrternal poSnToZso" holds for an internal point.   Let Fa, F2 and X1, A"2 be the
I    |   '!                           ^-^potentials and components of force at P due respectively to the matter outside and
L ,    ,                              inside a small spherical surface S.   Then F=F1+ F2 and X=X1 + X2.    Since P is

